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Judy Foreman: Artist Hank
Pitcher’s New Book Paints
Santa Barbara in a Bold
Light
Monograph !lled with familiar, iconic paintings of community’s
favorite faces and places from throughout the South Coast
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One of my
!rst outings
when the
coronavirus
lockdown
started to
ease was to pick up my long-awaited, signed copy of
artist Hank Pitcher’s namesake retrospective at Sullivan
Goss - An American Gallery in downtown Santa
Barbara.

Gallery director Jeremy Tessmer, who represents
Pitcher’s work and published the book back in February,
said the hardback has smashed expectations.

That’s not surprising, but with 40 years of bold, iconic oil
paintings from which to choose, selecting the ones to
!ll the 253-page collection was a monumental challenge
for Pitcher, Tessmer and Nathan Vonk, the owner of
Sullivan Goss at 11 E. Anapamu St.

Tessmer told Noozhawk he !rst talked to Pitcher about
the project seven years ago, but studio work got in the
way. They picked up that conversation four years ago.

Artist Hank Pitcher has made his mark by elevating Santa Barbara’s signature look with his oil paintings, and has signed o" on
a new book of his work. (Sullivan Goss - An American Gallery photo)
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“Hank is very articulate and thoughtful about design
issues, but he is also a visual person,” he explained. “He
could see a prototype in print and he got very involved.”

Join our Annual "virtual" Graditude Luncheon to support CADA’s

Mentor Program Tuesday, April 27th, 12:30pm - 1:30pm. The Mentor

Program matches at-risk local youth, grades 3-8 with trained, caring

adult mentors. CLICK HERE to register for this FREE event!

Together, they chose the monograph’s images as well
as writers with art historian chops — like City University
of New York art history professor Jennifer Samet.

“It was a very ful!lling project,” Tessmer said. “Even
after knowing Hank for 16 years, I still learned a great
deal about him and his work.”

Tessmer went through every Kodachrome slide in
Pitcher’s archive and #eshed out his timeline.

There are wonderful stories that Pitcher wrote about
growing up in Isla Vista, playing football at San Marcos
High School, attending UC Santa Barbara and eventually
teaching art, as well as priceless musings on his
paintings and body of work.
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Pitcher has lived in Santa Barbara for most of his life —
he and his wife, Susan, raised two now-adult sons,
Lincoln and Hart, here — but he got his art start in the
early 1970s in New York City. There, he was inspired by
artists Charles Burch!eld, Jane Freilicher, Alex Katz and
Fair!eld Porter.

Sign Up for the A.M. ReportSign Up for the A.M. Report

Keep up with Noozhawk's daily COVID-19 coverage,
delivered at 4:15 a.m. right to your inbox.

SUBSCRIBE >SUBSCRIBE >

When I got home, I spent hours slowly turning the
pages of this beautiful book, engrossed by the familiar
images and Pitcher’s personal voice.

As a professor at UCSB, a short hop from his beloved
Coal Oil Point studio, he has introduced hundreds of
students to environmental and !gurative art. As an
artist, he has made his mark by elevating Santa
Barbara’s signature look.

“Although Santa Barbara is a small place, it does have a
remarkable place on the world map,” said Tessmer,
observing that owning a piece of Pitcher’s work is like
having a piece of Santa Barbara with you.

The book is packed with beloved images that locals like
me call their own. Surfboards, the Coral Casino Beach &
Cabana Club, the Gaviota coast, Point Conception, Coal
Oil Point, Miramar Beach are all well-represented.

The !gures and portraits section includes some of my
favorites, like his wife, Susan, in a hammock; “Roy at
Coal Oil Point;” “Woman with White Sunglasses;” and
“Tandem Sur!ng” to name just a few from that section.

In 2004, I was asked to sit for a Pitcher portrait in a
collaboration he did with Susan Pitcher’s Coast Village
Road boutique, Dressed. I have cherished memories of

https://www.burchfieldpenney.org/collection/charles-e-burchfield/biography/
http://www.janefreilicher.org/biography
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alex_Katz
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fairfield_Porter
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Road boutique, Dressed. I have cherished memories of
getting to know not just the artist but the then-Santa
Barbara Middle School dad from hours of easy
conversation, listening to jazz music and gazing out at
the ocean from his studio.

“It is relatively easy to paint someone from a photo,”
Pitcher said of the !nished work. “But being with a live
person for a long period of time and staring at their
faces has its risks.”

That portrait is among my prized possessions, and my
young granddaughters often stop to stare at the image
of a woman in a hot pink cocktail dress with the
plunging neckline and a leopard print coat.

“Is that really you?” they ask.

Well, I reply, like any book, painting or picture, it is one
image of me from a di"erent time in my life.

Tessmer summed up Pitcher’s impact the best.

“Hank’s paintings are worthwhile because they are
authentic and beautiful,” he said. “These days such stu"
is in too short supply.”

— Judy Foreman is a Noozhawk columnist and longtime
local writer and lifestyles observer. She can be contacted at
news@noozhawk.com. Click here for previous columns. The
opinions expressed are her own.
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Ask Vote Investigate Answer

Noozhawk Asks: What’s
Your Question?
Welcome to Noozhawk Asks, a new feature in which
you ask the questions, you help decide what Noozhawk
investigates, and you work with us to !nd the answers.

Here’s how it works: You share your questions with us
in the nearby box. In some cases, we may work with
you to !nd the answers. In others, we may ask you to
vote on your top choices to help us narrow the scope.
And we’ll be regularly asking you for your feedback on a
speci!c issue or topic.

We also expect to work together with the reader who
asked the winning questions to !nd the answer
together. Noozhawk’s objective is to come at questions
from a place of curiosity and openness, and we believe
a transparent collaboration is the key to achieve it.
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MOST SHARED LATEST POSTS

1.1. Motorcyclist Killed in
Collision on Cathedral Oaks
Road in Goleta

2.2. Emergency Personnel
Respond After Man Jumps to
Death from Santa Barbara
Freeway Overpass

3.3. Four Seasons Resort The
Biltmore in Santa Barbara
Cancels All Bookings, Events
Through 2022

4.4. Rental Apartment
Availability On the Rise in
Santa Barbara

5.5. Teacher Transfers at La
Patera in Goleta Spark Uproar
Among Parents; New Principal
Is Named

The results of our investigation will be published here in
this Noozhawk Asks section. Once or twice a month, we
plan to do a review of what was asked and answered.

Thanks for asking!
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STARTED >STARTED >
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